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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shifting the Stormwater Paradigm in Lake Simcoe can be summarized into three words – Low Impact Development.
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Low Impact Development (LID) 
 
 

Stormwater design approach that replicates natural 
rural features to infiltrate, filtrate, store, evaporate and 

detain runoff as close to the source as possible. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Low Impact Development, which is commonly referred to as LID, is a stormwater design approach that replicates natural rural features to infiltrate, filtrate, store, evaporate and detain runoff as close to the source as possible.  Shifting the paradigm from the conventional stormwater management approach of ‘curb, collect and ship’ stormwater to traditional wet ponds to the approach of Low Impact Development provides better outcomes than the traditional approach which Ben has outlined that isn’t working.   
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LID – Filtration & Infiltration 

Permeable Pavers Dry Swales 

Bioretention Cells Raingardens 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Permeable Pavers, Soakaway Pits, Infiltration Trenches and Chambers, Bioretention Cells & Rain Gardens which provide filtration and infiltration of stormwater.
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LID - Stormwater Management Retrofit 

Use of Wetlands for Quality and Quantity Control 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovative treatment train approach, increased quality and quantity control with phosphorus reduction by proposing engineered wetlands, red sand filters and Sorptive media all provide filtration and infiltration. 
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LID – Water Storage & Re-use 

Rainwater Harvesting 

Green Roofs 

Downspout Redirection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Permeable Pavers, Soakaway Pits, Infiltration Trenches and Chambers, Bioretention Cells & Rain Gardens which provide filtration and infiltration of stormwater.
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LID – Better Outcomes 

• Reduced Phosphorus loading to Lake Simcoe 
• Decrease in localized flooding 
• Decrease in surcharge events 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using LID instead of traditional ‘curb, collect, ship it’ to wet ponds provide better outcomes of reduced phosphorus loadings to Lake Simcoe, decrease in localized flooding and decrease in surcharge events.
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How do we get better site designs 
using LID instead of the traditional 
stormwater management design? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The question becomes how do we get better site designs using LID instead of the Traditional stormwater management approach.
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Quality – Better Site Design 

 

• Pre-application charrettes 
 

• Lake Simcoe Phosphorus 
Offsetting Program  
(LSPOP) 
 

 
 

• Capturing first flush (25 mm of rainfall) on site 
 
• Allowing buffers & municipal park lands to be  

used for LID features 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first thing the group did was work together to revise the LSRCA SWM Guidelines to provide Better Site Designs incorporating LID into new development.The group spent approx. 2 years working together to revise the LSRCA SWM Guidelines that became effective Sept. 1, 2016.  A few of the major impactful changes included:  1) Capturing the ‘first flush’, which is the first 25 mm of rainfall on site by using LID to infiltrate this stormwater back into the ground and not collected into the storm system.  This provides an increase in the quality of our designs.2) Allowing the traditional no touch buffers and municipal park lands to be used for LID features.  This allows for more development area within the site.  This is a cost savings that we will discuss in a bit.3)  Including pre-application charrettes with the project team into the application process.  This allows for collaboration and a discussion of the outcomes between the many stakeholders prior to getting into detailed design.  This provides a much better design product and saves time in the process.  In addition to the new SWM Guideline,s the paradigm shift continued with the approval of the Lake Simcoe Phosphorus Offsetting Program, commonly referred to as LSPOP.  This program is the first of it’s kind in Ontario.  The concept started back in 2012 and through the collaborative efforts of the Province, Member Municipalities, Chippawas of Georgian Island First Nation, the development industry and LSRCA it became effective January 1, 2018.  This program requires that all new development must achieve a net zero P export from the application site.   This means that no phosphorus loadings are to leave a new development site.  If this can not be achieve than an offset is required.  I will go into more detail about this program later in the presentation but this program.
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Quality – Better Site Design 
- SWM Policy/Technical Working Group 
- Providing professional training 
    - LID design, construction & maintenance 
    - Erosion & sediment control 
    - Pond inspection &  
      maintenance 
     - LID Contractor Certification 
 
 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional initiatives for better site design includes the continuing work of the SWM Policy now Technical working group that meets quarterly to discuss new innovative stormwater management practices including LID, challenges and successes.STEP, which stands for Sustainable Technologies Evaluation Program, and is a collaboration between LSRCA, TRCA and CVC.  Treatment train tool – come together – better site design tool to support LSPOP.  They offer LID design, construction and maintenance training and erosion & sediment control training.  They are working on bringing Pond Inspection & Maintenance training program for municipality operation teams this Spring and the LID Contractor Certification Program, NGICP, which stands for National Green Infrastructure Certification Program, to Ontario this fall.
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Quality – Better Site Design 

• Providing learning & reference resources 
• LID treatment train tool 
• Wiki LID planning & design  guideline 
• Webinars 
• Factsheets 

 
 
 
 
 
 

wiki.sustainabletechnologies.ca 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STEP also provides learning and reference resources, the LID treatment train tool, WIKI LID planning and design guidelines, webinars and factsheets.
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Cost – Initial 
Infrastructure & Long 
Term Maintenance 

• LID vs. traditional wet ponds 
 Traditional Wet Ponds LID = More Development Lands 

vs. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The working group looked at both the cost of the initial infrastructure cost and the long term maintenance costs:It was determined the use of LID instead of traditional wet ponds are both a cost savings to the initial infrastructure cost and the cost of the long term maintenance. On the initial infrastructure side - the use of LID in the buffer areas and municipal park areas allows the developer to obtain more yield (more houses) from the site which offset the cost of the LID and also provides an increase in municipal taxes and development charges for the municipalities. On the long term maintenance side the municipalities are spending hundreds of thousands of dollars to dredge and remove the sediment within the traditional wet ponds after approx. 10-20 years of use.  LID requires more consistent annual maintenance but saves on the large expensive cleanout.
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Time – All Stakeholders  
• Pre-application Charrettes 
• Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA)  
    Transfer of Review 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In fact this paradigm shift is saving time for not just the developer but also for all of us stakeholders.Thru the working group a number of initiatives to save time were implemented.As I mentioned before the Pre-Application Charrettes save a significant amount of time in the approval process.  It is estimated it can save approx. 1 to 2 submissions in the approval process and leads to a better and collaborative process.    But more time saving new initiative to the development application process is the transfer of review of the Environmental Compliance Approval, commonly referred to as the ECA, from the Province to the municipalities.  A majority of the municipalities within the watershed have transferred this review to LSRCA.  This transfer to LSRCA has significantly decreased ECA approval time from 6 to 9 months to 1 to 2 month.  The LSCRA application review and ECA application review were essential the same and by transferring the review to LSRCA this has eliminated the duplicate review.  This decrease in review and ECA application review time has led to saving by all stakeholders and has allowed new home buyer to take possession of their houses with more certainty.
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QUALITY (LSRCA 
SWM 

Guidelines) 

COST (No 
Wet 

Ponds) 

TIME (ECA 
Transfer of 

Review) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can imagine this process could have failed on anyone of the Quality, Time and Cost fronts but thru the truly collaborative hard work of the stormwater working group they were able to achieve a win-win-win solution.  As you can see with all of the parts moving together we were able to achieve our paradigm shift from the traditional stormwater management approach to LID with not only not impacting the cost and time to the development process but in fact a savings.A real lessons learned during the process was to really embrace the approach of 
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“Fight for Minimums 
or 

Partner for Maximums” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you again to the group.So now what do we do about the significant urban areas with uncontrolled flow that Ben talked about.  Currently there is no provincial or federal funding for these type of projects.
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Additional LSRCA Offsetting Programs 
• Ecological Offsetting Plan 

• “non-significant” loss of woodlots or wetland 
 

• Water Balance Offsetting Program 
• Post to pre water budget must be maintained 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition the LSRCA Board of Directors has also approved the Ecological Offsetting Plan which is similar to LSPOP but is a ‘non-significant’ loss of woodlots and wetlands thru offsetting and the Water Balance Offsetting Program which requires that post to pre water balance must be maintained or an offset fee be provided to implement infiltration projects close to the water source.
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What’s Next 
• SWM optimization modeling 
• Performance monitoring 
• Research and pilot projects 
• Stormwater facility database 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LSRCA has partnered with York and Newmarket to model York Region stormwater as a complete system to optimize stormwater retrofit dollars on a regional basis and not on a municipal basis for a bigger bang for the collective buck.LSRCA continues to perform performance monitoring to determine the effectiveness of our offsetting projects and integrate the results into the regional performance database.Continue to undertake research efforts in support of better SWM practices and partner with our municipal partners and industry to initiate pilot projectsLSRCA in partnership with our member municipalities are developing a single database of all the stormwater facilities within the watershed to track maintenance. 
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We Are Open For Business 

• Funding for offsetting 
projects 
• Phosphorus  
• Ecological 
• Water Balance 

 

• In Kind Support 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And lastly, ‘we are open for business’.Approx. 6 months ago the Watershed Restoration Services department was created to continue the urban and rural restoration programs but to also implement the execution of the Phosophorus, Ecological and Water Balance Offsetting Programs.These offsetting funds are to be used to implement LID, Wetland, Grassland and Reforestation Projects.  These projects will be done in partnership with our municipal partners on their lands.  The Restoration Team is reaching out to your staff to begin collaborating to create projects to be funded with the funds .In addition our Restoration Team is available for a variety of in kind support.  This includes providing small LID designs to be incorporating in your smaller operation or capital projects.  Providing technical advise on project concept plans, detailed design, LID peer review, RFP assistance and construction inspection assistance.We are here to help we are open for business.Thank you.


